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What’s happening
In the world today?

Everything is digitizing

Enabled by specialized
cloud platforms

All of it riding on top of 
the Internet, yet…



The Internet isn’t:

Secure enough

Reliable enough

Private enough

Automated enough







Improve the quality
of the Internet for
everyone, not just
those with big teams

Reduce complexity
and friction

Implement the latest
protocols and 
standards

Make the network
programmable



The Cloudflare
global network

275+

11,000+

155 Tbps

cities in 100+ countries,
including mainland China

networks directly connect
to Cloudflare, including ISPs,
cloud providers & large enterprises

of network edge capacity
& growing

= Cloudflare city (Map data as of December 15, 2021)
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● Median decreased from 136.3ms to 9.3ms, a 93.2% reduction;

● P90 decreased from 188.7ms to 97.0ms, a 48.5% reduction.



The power of every service 
everywhere.

Global 
network

Every
data-center

Every
server

Every
service



Intelligence based 
on our machine learning

Comprehensive coverage and visibility 
against Internet-borne threats

Telemetry from 
millions of customers 
and 275+ locations

<500ms 
updates

Threat hunting using our network data

1T+ DNS requests resolved 
per day with no sampling

Millions of 
Internet 
properties

11,000+ 
network 
interconnects

Threat aggregation across our partners

Premium third-party feeds

OSINT and shared feeds

Community-provided feedback

Intelligence based 
on our ecosystem<500ms 

updates
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The Internet Impact of Commercials

The first Bud Light ad during the game (at 18:52) drove a more than 25x increase to their site, 
and the Bud Light Seltzer Hard Soda ad with Guy Fieri at 21:00 drove a second peak in traffic, 
with a 15x increase over baseline.

The Pringles commercial (at 21:00), where a hand stuck in a Pringles can really stuck with 
viewers, resulted in a greater than 35x increase. On the other hand, Lays got a 30x bump in 
traffic from their wedding memories ad at 20:53.

Brands that might not be so well known often get a large traffic boost from their Super Bowl 
commercials. For example, the cocktail company Cutwater Spirits “here’s to the lazy ones” 
ad, their first at the Super Bowl, resulted in an 800x increase in traffic.

In the classic financial services world, there was another kid on the block that experienced a 
much bigger bump (140x) in traffic growth. The Greenlight ad featuring Modern Family’s Phil 
Dunphy’s (Ty Burrell) purchasing habits aired late in the game, (21:45) but clearly made an 
impact.



The Internet Impact of Commercials

Our data showed that there was a clear winner among automobile makers: the Dr. Evil (one of 
Mike Myers’s characters from Austin Powers) takeover of General Motors ad drove traffic to a 
peak of over 400x above baseline.

Ads from other car vendors including Toyota (5x), Kia (16x), Vroom (70x), Nissan (30x) also 
generated attention and increased traffic to their websites. Highlighting the importance of 
charging to the electric car ecosystem, the first ever Super Bowl ad from Wallbox (a 
manufacturer of electric car chargers) powered a huge increase in traffic to their website, 
reaching a peak over 2,500x higher than baseline.

And the winner is…

Popular smart home gadgets appeared to be jealous of the new COVID-19 testing device 
from Cue Health, but Super Bowl viewers were clearly curious about it. The company's ad 
drove an astronomical 10,000x increase in traffic to their website after it aired.





1. Helping protect Ukraine against cyberattacks
2. Securing our customers’ data during the conflict
3. Monitoring Internet availability in Ukraine
4. Staying ahead of the threat globally
5. Providing services in Russia
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Lviv



Kharkiv



Signal Messaging App Usage



VPN usage inside Russia growing iOS and GPlay Top 10 — RU



DDoS Activity in Russia and Ukraine



DDoS Activity in Russia and Ukraine



Moving on….





In Q2, attacks on Telecommunication companies grew by 66% QoQ.



HTTP DDoS are getting more and more common

17 Million Requests per Second 26 Million Requests per Second



Attributed to the Meris botnet.





Abusing the CHARGEN protocol to launch amplification attacks
In Q2, attacks abusing the CHARGEN protocol increased by 378% QoQ.

Amplification attacks exploiting the Ubiquiti Discovery Protocol
In Q2, attacks over Ubiquity increased by 327% QoQ.

Memcached DDoS attacks
In Q2, Memcached DDoS attacks increased by 287% QoQ.





● Vulnerability disclosed on 9/December (CVE-2021-44228)
● Unauthenticated Remote Code Execution
● Log4j is WIDELY used… 
● Probably as impactful as Heartbleed (2012) and ShellShock (2014)
● JNDI* Lookup plugin was introduced in 2013
● A lot of backend systems run vulnerable versions of log4j and get data 

from non-Java frontend servers
● Primary focus of CVE-2021-44228 is LDAP, but other SPIs  (CORBA 

Common Object Service, Java Remote Method Interface Registry, etc) 
could potentially be used



We have seen exploitation attempts 9 days prior to disclosure…

…. and then nothing until 9 minutes after public disclosure



Exploiting a backend system through a non-Java frontend

This could contain the exploit string







They came from four phone numbers associated with 
T-Mobile-issued SIM cards: (754) 268-9387, (205) 946-7573, (754) 
364-6683 and (561) 524-5989. 

They pointed to an official-looking domain: cloudflare-okta.com. 
That domain had been registered via Porkbun, a domain 
registrar, at 2022-07-20 22:13:04 UTC — less than 40 minutes 
before the phishing campaign began.









1. Block the phishing domain using Cloudflare Gateway

2. Identify all impacted Cloudflare employees and reset 
compromised credentials

3. Identify and take down threat-actor infrastructure

4. Update detections to identify any subsequent attack attempts

5. Audit service access logs for any additional indications of attack





The Perimeter as we know it, is also under Attack...



… and so are the apps inside the corporate environment



Sample Query for Pulse Secure

In most cases, you become a target by accident...



In most cases, you become a target by accident...



CVSS Score % of devices still vulnerable 5 months after patch released

9.8 7%
Australia

12%
USA

13%
Singapore

23%
India

Patching Vulnerabilities takes TIME...



https://isbgpsafeyet.com/



Thank you


